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In the original publication of this article \[[@CR1]\], the Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} were wrong. The Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} "*Heat map showing the quantity of DNA repair genes, from red to blue in ascending order, per species' genome (numbers at the top of the figure represent the species code that is found in Table 1). Each DNA repair gene pathway was analyzed separately in rows. Radiated species' genomes are richer in DNA repair genes. Analytical data can be found in Additional file 2: Table S2. M mammals, B&R birds and reptiles, BF bony fishes*" should be the picture of Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} "*Linear regression analysis. The number of DNA repair genes is linearly related to genome size and protein number. As a negative control, we show that genome size is not linearly related with protein number*" should be the picture of Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

The correct Figures should be:

Fig. 1Heat map showing the quantity of DNA repair genes, from red to blue in ascending order, per species' genome (numbers at the top of the figure represent the species code that is found in Table 1). Each DNA repair gene pathway was analyzed separately in rows. Radiated species' genomes are richer in DNA repair genes. Analytical data can be found in Additional file 2: Table S2. M mammals, B&R birds and reptiles, BF bony fishes

Fig. 2Linear regression analysis. The number of DNA repair genes is linearly related to genome size and protein number. As a negative control, we show that genome size is not linearly related with protein number

The original article has been corrected.
